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1 Introduction 
In biostatistical studies, interest often centers on the time to an event of interest. The observa-
tion of this event, or survival, time may be precluded for some subjects (i.e., censored) by study 
termination, loss-to-follow-up, etcetera. Suppose there are n independent subjects under study, 
and we are interested in estimating the survivor function S(t) = P{U > t}. On each subject, 
the observed data take the form (Xi, 6i), where Xi = min(Ui, Ci) for some potential censoring 
time Ci and 8i = I(Ui ~ Ci)· It is assumed that Ui, i = 1, ... , n, are independent and identi-
cally distributed ( i. i. d.) with absolutely continuous distribution F = 1 - S; Ci, i = 1, ... , n, 
are i.i.d. with survivor function P{C > c} = G(c); and, the failure and censoring times are 
mutually independent. 
The most commonly used estimator of S(t) is that originally proposed by Kaplan and Meier 
(1958). In product integral form, this estimator is written 
S(t) =IT (1- d['(s)) ' 
s<t Y(s) 
where N(t) = 2:::?=1 Ni(t), Ni(t) = I(Xi ~ t, 6i = 1), Y(t) = 2:::?=1 Yi(t), and Yi(t) = I(Xi 2:: t). 
An alternative, and asymptotically equivalent, estimator can be constructed from the Nelson-
Aalen estimator of the cumulative hazard function A(t). Specifically, via the relationship S(t) = 
e-A(t), Breslow (1972) proposed 
S(t) = e-A(t) = exp {- rt d['(s)} 
Jo Y(s) 
as an estimator of S(t). Technically, S(t) is appropriate for continuous U only, and attention 
in this paper is restricted to this case. 
Fleming and Harrington (1984) numerically establish the superiority of the Breslow estimator 
over the Kaplan-Meier estimator (i.e., in terms of mean squared error) for uncensored data 
for times t such that S(t) > 0.2. They further conjecture, based on the results of a limited 
simulation study, that for censored data the Breslow estimator continues to have smaller MSE 
than the Kaplan-Meier estimator whenever the survivor function is sufficiently bounded away 
from zero. This is interesting because the Kaplan-Meier and Breslow estimators are respectively 
regarded as being unbiased and biased estimators for S(t). Consequently, the Breslow estimator 
is less variable than the Kaplan-Meier estimator, presenting an attractive argument for carrying 
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out statistical inference based on the Breslow estimator in the case of small sample sizes. 
For example, Fleming and Harrington (1984, Table III) shows that the improvement in MSE 
can be as much as 15% at the median survival time in a classical clinical trials setting (i.e., 
where the support of the censoring distribution is strictly smaller than that of the failure time 
distribution). 
In this paper, we establish new formulas for the bias and MSE of the Breslow estimator in 
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. These formulas are derived using Ito's stochastic integration formula 
for semimartingales (Protter, 1990, pp. 71-72). We then show how the formulas for the bias 
and MSE can be used to facilitate a theoretical comparison between the MSE of the Breslow 
and Kaplan-Meier estimators of S(t). In particular, we verify in Section 3 the simulation-based 
conjecture of Fleming and Harrington (1984) that the Breslow estimator has smaller mean 
squared error than the Kaplan-Meier estimator for times bounded away from the tail of the 
survivor function. 
2 Main results 
Exponentially accurate formulas for the bias and MSE of the Breslow estimator shall be estab-
lished in a stepwise fashion. Some preliminary results are first presented in Section 2.1. Then, 
Ito's formula for semimartingale processes, specialized to the case of stochastic integrals with 
respect to counting process martingales, is reviewed in Section 2.2. Finally, using this result, 
new formulas for the bias and MSE of the Breslow estimator are obtained in Section 2.3. 
2.1 Preparations 
In addition to the assumptions and counting process notation given earlier, let J(t) = I(Y(t) > 
0), A*(t) = J; J(u)>.(u) du, S*(t) = exp{ -A*(t)}, T = inf{s: Y(s) = 0}, 1r(t) = P{X > t} = 
S(t)G(t), and T = sup{t: 1r(t) > 0}. These definitions, as well as the explicit assumptions that 
t < T and {Nb · · · , Nn} is a multivariate counting process (e.g., see Fleming and Harrington, 
1991, Def. 2.5.1), shall be used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
It is well-known that the Nelson-Aalen estimator A(t) = J; J(u) d~~) is not an unbiased es-
timator of the cumulative hazard function A(·). In fact, E[A(t) - A*(t)] = 0 (Fleming and 
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Harrington, 1991, Thm. 3.2.1); moreover, the stochastic process {MA (t), t 2:: 0} with 
MA(t) = A(t)- A*(t) 
is a local square integrable martingale with respect to the filter {.Ft, t 2:: 0}, where 
n 
Ft = V a{Ni(u),I(Xi S u,~i = 0): 0 SuS t}. (1) 
i=l 
The process M A(-) plays a key role in establishing formulas for both the bias and MSE of S ( t). 
This is easy to see by noting that fort such that S(t) > 0, 
S(t)- S(t) = S(t) (exp{-MA_(t)} -1) +I{T < t}S(T) (1- :(~J 
cf. Fleming and Harrington (1991, Corollary 3.2.1). The second term on the right hand side is 
nonnegative and bounded above by I{T < t}(1- S(t)); since E[I(T < t)] = (1- 1r(t)t (e.g., 
see Fleming and Harrington, 1991, Thm. 3.2.1), the following easily obtain: 
E[S(t)- S(t)] = S(t)E [exp{ -MA(t)}- 1] + 0((1- 1r(t))n) (2) 
MSE(S(t)) (3) 
We use Ito's change-of-variables formula, reviewed in the next section, to simplify the expecta-
tions respectively appearing in (2) and (3). 
2.2 Ito's Formula for Counting Process Martingales 
Ito's formula is a change-of-variables formula useful for continuous functions of martingales and 
semimartingales that has seen comparatively little use in the survival analysis literature. One 
important example of the use of Ito's formula can be found in Mykland (1994), where it is 
used as the basis for deriving versions of the Bartlett identities for martingales. Strawderman 
and Wells (1997) employ these Bartlett identities in order to simplify cumulant calculations 
needed for deriving Edgeworth expansions for studentized versions of the Nelson-Aalen and 
Kaplan-Meier estimators of A(t) and S(t), respectively. 
A formula applicable to general semimartingale processes can be found in Protter (1990, Thm. 
32, p. 71). The result below specializes Ito's formula to the case where the stochastic process in 
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question can be written as the stochastic integral X(t) =I~ H(u)dM(u), where H(u) is a locally 
- - t -bounded and predictable process and M(t) = N(t)-J0 Y(u).A(u)du is the usual counting process 
martingale of survival analysis. A proof is given in the appendix. With obvious modification 
the results below apply more generally to most stochastic integrals arising in survival analysis 
(e.g., integrals arising in the analysis of the Cox model). 
Lemma 1 (Ito's Formula) Let X(t) = J~ H(u)dM(u) where M(t) = N(t)- I~ Y(u).A(u)du is 
a local square integrable martingale with respect to the filter in (1) and H(u) is a locally bounded 
predictable process. Let f ( ·) be a twice-differentiable deterministic function. Then, provided the 
compensator A(t) =I~ Y(u).A(u)du is pathwise continuous, 
f(X(t)) =lot {f(X(s-) + H(s))- f(X(s- ))} dM(s) +lot D(s)Y(s).A(s)ds + f(O) (4) 
where D(s) = f(X(s-) + H(s))- f(X(s- )) - f'(X(s- ))H(s). 
REMARK: The right-hand side of (4) gives the unique Doob-Meyer decomposition of the semi-
martingale f(X(t)) (Protter, 1990, Thm. 18, p. 107). Since X(t) is a mean zero martingale, 
these results show that f(X(t)) is not a martingale unless D(s) = 0, which occurs if f(x) is 
linear in x. It is evident from (4) that the resulting "bias" is a predictable process whose magni-
tude depends directly on the degree of departure from linearity. Continuity of the compensator 
is an important assumption in the above lemma. If A(t) has discontinuties, the formulas given 
in the lemma do not hold, and one must begin with (13) (see the Appendix). 
REMARK: Lemma 1 is useful for obtaining the bias term for a nonlinear transformation of a 
martingale. Virtually identical arguments may be used to establish the following companion 
t -
result for a process Z(t) = J0 H(s)dN(s): 
f(Z(t)) =lot W(s)dM(s) +lot W(s)Y(s).A(s)ds + f(O) 
for W(s) = f(Z(s-) +H(s))- f(Z(s-)). Hence, Ito's formula also provides an easy method 
for computing the compensator of a nonlinear, twice-differentiable function of Z(t). 
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2.3 Formulas for the bias and MSE of S(t) 
That Ito's formula applies to the problem of computing the bias and MSE of S(t) follows 
immediately from (2), (3), and the facts that 
MA (t) = A(t)- A*(t) = r ~(u) dM(u) 
Jo Y(u) (5) 
and MJ...(O) = 0. For convenience, we employ the notation B(t) = exp{ -MJ...(t)}- 1, and 
consider bias and mean squared error in separate subsections. 
2.3.1 Bias 
Letting f(x) =e-x and X(t) = MJ...(t), we see that f'(x) = -e-x, f(X(O)) = 1 and H(s) = 
J(s)/Y(s). As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1, we obtain the representation 
exp{-MJ...(t)} -1 =lot exp(-MJ...(u-)) (exp{ -~~~} -1) dM(u) 
+ lot exp( -MA (u- )) ( exp {-J~:~}- 1 + J~:~) Y(u)A(u)du. (6) 
From (2) it suffices to compute the expectation of (6). Notice that 
J(u) J(u) ( 1 1 ) 
exp{- Y(u)}- 1 + Y(u) = J(u) exp{- Y(u)}- 1 + Y(u) ; 
thus, using (5) and the fact that J(u)/S*(u) = J(u)/S(u), 
E[B(t)] = E [!,' §1~~) g(Y(u))J(u)A(u)du], (7) 
where g(u) = uexp( -1/u)- u + 1 for u > 0 and g(O) = 1. Combining (2) and (7), 
E [ S(t) - S(t)] = S(t)E [!,' §1~~) g(Y(u))J(u)A(u)du l + 0((1- 1r(t))"). (8) 
This formula for the bias of the Breslow estimator appears to be new. Since g(u) is a positive 
decreasing function, (8) also reflects the fact that the bias of S(t) is known to be positive. This 
follows directly from the facts that S(t) ~ S(t) (e.g., Breslow and Crowley, 1974, Lemma 1) 
and that S(t) is positively biased (Fleming and Harrington, 1991, Lemma 3.2.1). 
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2.3.2 MSE 
By (3), the computation of MSE(S(t)) requires E[B2 (t)] = E [(exp{-M_A(t)} -1) 2]. Apply-
ing Lemma 1 with f(x) = (e-x- 1)2 and taking expectations of both sides leads to 
E [B2 (t)] = E [lot (t(MA(u-) + J(u)/Y(u))- j(MA(u-))- j'(MA(u-))t~~~) Y(u)A(u)du], 
where f'(x) = 2e-x- 2e-2x. Easy algebra shows that, for x, hEIR, 
f(x +h)- f(x)- f'(x)h = e-2x(e-2h- 1 + 2h)- 2e-x(e-h + h- 1), 
from which we obtain 
E [B2 (t)] = E [lot exp{-2MA(u-)} (exp{-2t~:~} -1 +2t~~~) Y(u)A(u)du] 
- 2 E [lot exp{MA (u-)} ( exp{- t~:~}- 1 + t~:~) Y(u)A(u)du] . 
Each of the above expectations can be now be simplified exactly as was done in the previous 
section. By (3), the MSE of the Breslow estimator is then obtained: 
MSE(S(t)) ~ S2(t)E [l ( 8J~~)) 2 h(Y(u))J(u)>.(u)du] 
~ 2 82 (t)E [l 8J~~) g(Y ( u) )J( u)>.( u)du l + 0( (I ~ ,-(t) )n) , (9) 
where h(u) = uexp( -2/u)- u + 2 for u > 0, h(O) = 2, and g(u) is as defined earlier. 
3 Expansions for the MSE of S ( t) and S ( t) 
In the absence of censoring, Fleming and Harrington (1984) show that Breslow's estimator 
has a smaller MSE than the Kaplan-Meier estimator whenever the true survival probability 
S(t) exceeds 1/5. They also did a simulation study to compare the MSEs of S(t) and S(t) 
under random censoring, and conjectured based on their results that a similar result could be 
established in the presence of censoring. We now explore whether this is indeed the case. For 
this we turn to asymptotics, and to keep things manageable, consider differences in MSE up to 
terms of order o(n-2 ). We only sketch the arguments here, leaving the details to the reader. 
The calculations involve tedious but straightforward expansions. 
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3.1 An expansion for MSE(S(t)) 
The MSE of S(t) is given in (9). Setting h(x, s) = exp( -2x)h(1/s) -2 exp( -x)g(1/ s), expanding 
this function using a bivariate Taylor series, and substituting x = MA. (u-) and s = [Y(u)]-1 , 
it can be shown that 
Fort< T, 
Using the asymptotic U-statistic representation of M A (t) devised by Lai and Wang (1993, 
pp. 521-524) and employing calculations like those found in Strawderman and Wells (1997, 
Appendix C), one may prove that 
[ [tM-(u-) ] E lo ~(u) J(u)>.(u)du 
A considerably more tedious argument shows that 
[ {t M?(u-) l 1 ( {t >.(u) )2 E lo ~(u) J(u)>.(u)du = 2n2 lo 7r(u) du + o(n-2). 
Putting these calculations together, we obtain the following expansion for MSE(S(t)): 
MSE(S(t)) = S2(t) [ {t >.(u) du + RB(t)] + o(n-2), 
n } 0 1r(u) n (10) 
where 
1 ( rt >.(u) )2 rt >.(u) 
RB(t) = 4 lo 7r(u) du - lo 7r(u) du. 
REMARK: The formulas given for the bias and MSE of S(t) further imply that 
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Using the above expansion results, we find that 
suggesting that the usual Delta Method approximation may provide a better-than-expected 
method for approximating Var(S(t)). Simulation results (not shown) confirm that the usual 
Delta Method approximation provides an excellent approximation to Var(S(t)). These results 
also show that it is a poor approximation to MSE(S(t)) when Y(t) is small. 
3.2 An expansion for MSE(S(t)) 
We now require a similar expansion for MSE(S(t)). From Fleming and Harrington (1991, 
Lemma 3.2.1 and Eqn. 2.13), 
Defining 
MSE(S(t)) = S2(t)E [l ( :.(~~)) 2 t\~ A(u)du l + 0((1- ~(t))"). 
S(t) 
Ms(t) = S*(t) - 1, 
the following identity is obtained: 
Similarly to before, it can be established that 
[ rt J(u) ] 1 t .>..(u) 1 ( rt .>..(u) rt .>..(u) ) -2 E Jo Y(u) .>..(u)du = ;, Jo 7r(u) du + n2 Jo 1f2(u) du- Jo 7r(u) du + o(n ). 
Using the asymptotic U-statistic representation of M 8(t) devised by Gross and Lai (1996, 
pp. 513-515) and employing calculations like those found in Strawderman and Wells (1997, 
Appendix C), one may also prove that 
and that 
[ rt 2 J(u) ] 1 (ft.>..(u) ) 2 -2 E Jo Ms(u- )Y(u) .>..(u)du = 2n2 Jo 7r(u/u + o(n ). 
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Consequently, the expansion analogous to (10) for the Kaplan-Meier estimator is 
MSE(S(t)) = S2(t) [ {t >.(u) du + RKM(t)] + o(n-2) 
n } 0 1r(u) n 
where 
rt >.(u) rt >.(u) 1 ( rt >.(u) ) 2 
RKM(t) = Jo 7r2(u) du- Jo 7r(u) du- 2 Jo 7r(u) du 
3.3 On MSE(S(t))- MSE(S(t)) 
The results of the previous two sections now imply 
(11) 
-2 2 [3 ( rt >.(u) ) 2 r >.(u) l -2 
= n S (t) 4 Jo 1r(u) du - Jo 1r2 (u) du + o(n ). (12) 
This expansion is valid provided t < T (equivalently, 1r(t) > 0), a condition that causes no 
difficulty in the case of uncensored data. However, for censored data, this expansion does not 
hold for values oft such that 1r(t) = 0. Such is the case, for example, when G(t) = 0 and 
S(t) > 0, a situation that commonly occurs in clinical trial applications. We consider the 
implications of (12) separately for uncensored and censored data separately in the next two 
sections fort such that 1r(t) > 0. 
3.3.1 Uncensored data 
Fleming and Harrington (1984, Table 1) show that Breslow's estimator has a smaller MSE than 
the Kaplan-Meier estimator whenever the true survival probability S(t) exceeds 1/5. In fact, 
the point at which the MSEs become equal depends on n, as can be seen in the respective 
formulas for the exact MSEs given there. For example, with n = 10 this difference is negative 
(i.e., the Breslow estimator beats the Kaplan-Meier estimator) if S(t) > 0.183; for n = 20, 
MSE(S(t)) - MSE(S(t)) < 0 provided S(t) > 0.186. Plots of the difference in MSE for 
increasing n show that the sequence of differences remains negative for S(t) > 0.2. 
This fact is reflected in (12). In particular, for uncensored data, it is easily shown that for t < T 
and integers k ;::=: 1, 
rt >.(u) rt >.(u) 1 ( 1 ) Jo 1rk(u) du = Jo Sk(u) du = k Sk(t) - 1 · 
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Substituting the above formula for k = 1, 2 into (12) and simplifying, we obtain 
MSE(S(t))- MSE(S(t)) = (S(t)- 1l~~S(t) - 1) + o(n-2). 
Evidently, this difference is equal to zero at S(t) = 1/5, negative for S(t) > 1/5, and positive 
for S(t) < 1/5. This asymptotic analysis further justifies conclusions drawn by Fleming and 
Harrington (1984). 
3.3.2 Censored data 
Fleming and Harrington (1984, §3) assert that the Breslow estimator has smaller MSE than 
the Kaplan-Meier estimator when S(t) ~ 1/5 in the presence of censoring. These conclusions 
are based on Monte Carlo simulation results that assume S(t) = 1 - t (i.e., failure times are 
distributed as U(O, 1)) and G(t) = 1 - tja (i.e., censoring times are distributed as U(O, a)) 
for a = 1/2, 1, and 2. The formula (12) clearly shows that a single cutpoint cannot suffice in 
general since the difference in MSE depends on the censoring distribution as well. 
It is very difficult to establish a sharp bound on (12) in the case where the censoring distribution 
is allowed to be arbitrary. However, a crude bound can be easily established using Cauchy's 
Inequality. Notice that 
( {t .A(u))2 {t .A(u) {t lo 1r(u) :::; lo 7r2 (u) du lo .A(u)du. 
Thus, 
MSE(S(t))- MSE(S(t)) s ~2 (~A(t)- 1) lot :2(~) du. 
Hence, for A(t) < tor equivalently S(t) > e-~ ~ 0.264, we have MSE(S(t))-MSE(S(t)) < 0 (to 
terms of o(n-2)) provided G(A - 1 (4/3)) > 0. That is, the Breslow estimator generally has smaller 
MSE than the Kaplan-Meier estimator when S(t) > e-i and G(t*) > 0 fort* =A - 1(4/3). 
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Appendix: Proof of Lemma 1 
We first give a reasonably general form of Ito's formula. In what follows, all processes are 
defined on a common probability space equipped with a right-continuous filtration. Let X be 
an adapted process with right-continuous paths having left-hand limits ( cadlag) and suppose 
further that fort ~ 0, X(t) = X(O) + M(t) + A(t) where X(O) is finite and .1"0 -measurable, 
M(t) is a local martingale with M(O) = 0, and A(t) is an adapted cadlag predictable process 
with A(O) = 0 and nondecreasing paths of finite variation on every bounded interval. Define 
~X(s) = X(s)- X(s-), the optional variation process [X](s) = X 2(s)- 2J; X(u-)dX(u) 
with [X](O) = X2 (0), and its continuous part [X]c(s) = [X](s)- Eo::;s::;t(~X(s)) 2 . 
As defined, X is a semimartingale (Protter, 1990, p. 88). Suppose further that [X]c = 0, or that 
[X](s) = L:o::;s::;t(~X(s)) 2 ; then, X(s) is a quadratic pure jump semimartingale (Protter, 1990, 
p. 63). Finally, let f ( ·) be a twice-differentiable function. Then, f (X) is itself a semimartingale, 
and by the general form oflto's formula (Protter, 1990, Thm. 32, p. 71), 
f(X(t))- f(X(O)) = 1tf'(X(s- ))dX(s) + L {f(X(s))- T(s, X)}, (13) 
0 O<s:St 
where T(s, X) = f(X(s- )) + f'(X(s- ))~X(s). 
t - - - -Now, let X(t) = J0 H(u)dM(u) where M(t) = N(t)-A(t) is a local square integrable martingale 
with respect to the filter in (1) and H(u) is a locally bounded predictable process. Since [X](t) = 
J~ H 2 (s)dN(s) (see, for example, Andersen et al., 1993, pp. 68-78), X(t) is quadratic pure jump 
- - t -
martingale. Moreover, dX(s) = H(s)dM(s), and since the compensator A(t) = f0 Y(s).X(s)ds 
is continuous, ~X(s) = H(s)~M(s) = H(s)~N(s). Thus, (13) becomes 
f(X(t))- f(X(O)) =lot f'(X(s-))H(s)dM(s) 
+ L {f(X(s))- f(X(s- )) - f'(X(s- ))H(s)~N(s)}. 
O<s::;t 
Since X(s) = X(s-) +H(s)~N(s) and ~N(s) = 0 or 1, it follows that f(X(s))- f(X(s-)) = 
[f(X(s-) + H(s))- f(X(s- ))] f}.N(s) and hence that 
L {J(X(s))- f(X(s- )) - f'(X(s- ))H(s)~N(s)} = 1t D(s)dN(s), 
O<s::;t 0 
where D(s) is given in the statement of the theorem. The theorem now follows by making the 
substitution dN(s) = dM(s) + Y(s).X(s)ds and rearranging terms. 
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